$79.99  Honeywell Quietset Whole Room Tower Fan

Quietset Whole Room Tower Fan features an appealing, slim design
• Quietset technology allows control over sound and cooling for flexible use
• Eight customizable speeds that range from sleep to power cooling
• Control panel automatically dims after 15 seconds of use
• Oscillating performance is ideal for whole room cooling
• Dimming feature with 5 lighting selections
• Timer with 1, 2, 4, and 8 hour options as well as auto shutoff
• Features a sturdy base
• Includes remote control
• Dimensions: 10.75”L x 8.23”W x 32.83”H
• 1-Year manufacturer limited warranty

Model/Product # HYF290B  
UPC - 092926202903

$59.99  Honeywell Quietset 16” Stand Fan

This powerful and quiet fan can cool the whole room. It has the Quietset® control with 5 levels of quiet including “sleep”.
• 1, 2, 4 or 8 hour auto shut-off timer
• Remote control
• Oscillation
• Adjustable height
• No tool assembly

Model/Product# HS-1665 – White  
UPC - 092926116651
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST (Monday-Friday)

**dyson**

**$299.99**

**Dyson Am06 10” Air Multiplier White/Silver**

With powerful airflow, this Air Multiplier is 75% quieter than the AM01. It was designed to create a powerful airflow but use less energy. There are no fast spinning blades making safety a priority.

- Sleep timer with led display
- Remote control included
- Oscillation
- Touch-tilt
- 10 speed settings
- Easy to clean
- 2 year warranty

Model/Product# 49095-01

**UPC - 885609001548**

**$399.99**

**Dyson Am07 Tower Air Multiplier White/Silver**

Drawing in surrounding air for a smooth stream, this Air Multiplier is 60% quieter than the AM02. It was designed for a powerful airflow that uses less energy. There are no spinning blades, making safety a priority.

- Sleep timer with preset intervals
- Remote control included
- 10 airflow settings
- Easy to clean - no awkward grill
- Oscillation
- 2 year warranty

Model/Product# 63456-01

**UPC - 885609001777**